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ABSTRACT
Query expansion is a widely used technique to improve the recall
of search systems. In this paper, we propose an approach to query
expansion that leverages the generative abilities of Large Language
Models (LLMs). Unlike traditional query expansion approaches such
as Pseudo-Relevance Feedback (PRF) that relies on retrieving a good
set of pseudo-relevant documents to expand queries, we rely on the
generative and creative abilities of an LLM and leverage the knowl-
edge inherent in the model. We study a variety of different prompts,
including zero-shot, few-shot and Chain-of-Thought (CoT). We find
that CoT prompts are especially useful for query expansion as these
prompts instruct the model to break queries down step-by-step and
can provide a large number of terms related to the original query.
Experimental results on MS-MARCO and BEIR demonstrate that
query expansions generated by LLMs can be more powerful than
traditional query expansion methods.

1 INTRODUCTION
Query expansion is a widely used technique that improves the recall
of search systems by adding additional terms to the original query.
The expanded querymay be able to recover relevant documents that
had no lexical overlap with the original query. Traditional query
expansion approaches are typically based on Pseudo-Relevance
Feedback (PRF) [1, 20, 21, 23], which treats the set of retrieved
documents from the original query as “pseudo-relevant” and uses
those documents’ contents to extract new query terms. However,
PRF-based approaches assume that the top retrieved documents are
relevant to the query. In practice the initial retrieved documents
may not be perfectly aligned with the original query, especially if
the query is short or ambiguous. As a result, PRF-based approaches
may fail if the initial set of retrieved documents is not good enough.

In this paper we propose the use of Large Language Models
(LLMs) [3, 8, 19] to aid in query expansion. LLMs have seen a
growing interest in the Information Retrieval (IR) community in
recent years. They exhibit several properties, including the ability
to answer questions and generate text, that make them powerful
tools. We propose using those generative abilities to generate useful
query expansions. In particular we investigate ways to prompt an
LLM and have it generate a variety of alternative and new terms
for the original query. This means that, instead of relying on the
knowledge within PRF documents or lexical knowledge bases, we
rely on the knowledge inherent in the LLM. An example of the
proposed methodology is presented in Figure 1.

Our main contributions in this work are as follows: First, we
formulate various prompts to perform query expansion (zero-shot,

Answer the following question:
{query}
Give the rationale before answering

Large Language Model (LLM)

Concat({query}, {model output})

Retrieval System (BM25)

Figure 1: High-level overview of using a zero-shot Chain-of-
Thought (CoT) prompt to generate query expansion terms.

few-shot and CoT) with and without PRF to study their relative
performance. Second, we find that Chain-of-Thought (CoT) prompts
perform best and hypothesize that this is because CoT prompts
instruct the model to break its answer down step-by-step which
includes many keywords that can aid in query expansion. Finally,
we study the performance across various model sizes to better
understand the practical capabilities and limitations of an LLM
approach to query expansion.

2 RELATEDWORK
Query expansion is widely studied [4, 11]. At its core, query ex-
pansion helps retrieval systems by expanding query terms into
new terms that express the same concept or information need,
increasing the likelihood of a lexical match with documents in
the corpus. Early works on query expansion focused on either
using lexical knowledge bases [2, 18, 29] or Pseudo-Relevance Feed-
back (PRF) [1, 20, 23]. PRF-based approaches are particularly useful
in practice because they do not need to construct a domain-specific
knowledge base and can be applied to any corpus. Orthogonal to
query expansion is document expansion [10, 16, 25, 33] which applies
similar techniques but expands document terms during indexing
instead of query terms during retrieval.

Recent works on query expansion have leveraged neural net-
works to generate or select expansion terms [13, 24, 33, 34], gener-
ally by either training or fine-tuning a model. In contrast, our work
leverages the abilities inherent in general-purpose LLMs without
needing to train or fine-tune the model.
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We note that our work is similar to the recent works of [7] and
[31]: leveraging an LLM to expand a query. However, we differenti-
ate our work in several important ways: First, we study a number
of different prompts whereas [31] focuses on a single few-shot
prompt and [7] does not study prompts. Second, unlike [31] and [7],
we focus on generating query expansion terms instead of entire
pseudo documents. To this end, we demonstrate the performance
of our prompts on a variety of smaller model sizes which helps
understand both the limitations and the practical capabilities of an
LLM approach to query expansion. Finally, we experiment with
entirely open-source models, inviting reproducibility and openness
of research, while [31] experiments with a single type of model
which is only accessible through a third-party API.

3 METHODOLOGY
We formulate the query expansion problem as follows: given a query
𝑞 we wish to generate an expanded query 𝑞′ that contains additional
query terms that may help in retrieving relevant documents. In
particular we study the use of an LLM to expand the query terms
and generate a new query 𝑞′. Since the LLM output may be verbose,
we repeat the original query terms 5 times to upweigh their relative
importance. This is the same as the trick employed by [31]. More
formally:

𝑞′ = Concat(𝑞, 𝑞, 𝑞, 𝑞, 𝑞, LLM(prompt𝑞)), (1)

where Concat is the string concatenation operator, 𝑞 is the original
query, LLM is a Large LanguageModel and prompt𝑞 is the generated
prompt based on the query (and potentially side information like
few-shot examples or PRF documents).

In this paper we study eight different prompts:
Q2D TheQuery2Doc [31] few-shot prompt, asking themodel

to write a passage that answers the query.
Q2D/ZS A zero-shot version of Q2D.
Q2D/PRF A zero-shot prompt like Q2D/ZS but which also con-

tains extra context in the form of top-3 retrieved PRF
documents for the query.

Q2E Similar to the Query2Doc few-shot prompt but with
examples of query expansion terms instead of docu-
ments.

Q2E/ZS A zero-shot version of Q2E.
Q2E/PRF A zero-shot prompt likeQ2E/ZS but with extra context

in the form of PRF documents like Q2D/PRF.
CoT A zero-shot Chain-of-Thought prompt which instructs

the model to provide rationale for its answer.
CoT/PRF A prompt like CoT but which also contains extra con-

text in the form of top-3 retrieved PRF documents for
the query.

Zero-shot prompts (Q2D/ZS and Q2E/ZS) are the simplest as they
consist of a simple plaintext instruction and the input query. Few-
shot prompts (Q2D andQ2E) additionally contain several examples
to support in-context learning, for example they contain queries
and corresponding expansions. Chain-of-Thought (CoT) prompts
formulate their instruction to obtain a more verbose output from
the model by asking it to break its response down step-by-step.
Finally, Pseudo-Relevance Feedback (·/PRF) variations of prompts
use the top-3 retrieved documents as additional context for the

model. See Appendix A for the exact prompts that are used in the
experiments.

4 EXPERIMENTS
To validate the effectiveness of the LLM-based query expansion we
run experiments on two retrieval tasks: MS-MARCO [15] passage
retrieval and BEIR [27]. For the retrieval system we use BM25 [21,
22] as implemented by Terrier [17]1. We use the default BM25
parameters (𝑏 = 0.75, 𝑘1 = 1.2, 𝑘3 = 8.0) provided by Terrier.

4.1 Baselines
To analyze the LLM-based query expansion methods we compare
against several classical PRF-based query expansion methods [1]:

• Bo1: Bose-Einstein 1 weighting
• Bo2: Bose-Einstein 2 weighting
• KL: Kullback-Leibler weighting

The implementations for these are provided by Terrier. In all cases
we use the default Terrier settings for query expansion: 3 PRF docs
and 10 expansion terms.

Furthermore, we include the prompt from Query2Doc [31] as
a baseline. However, we do not compare against their exact setup
since they use a significantly larger model than the models we
study in this paper. The comparisons in this paper are focused
on prompts and not on the exact numbers produced by different,
potentially much larger, models. Furthermore, for models with a
small receptive field (specifically the Flan-T5 models) we only use
a 3-shot Q2D prompt instead of the standard 4-shot prompt to
prevent the prompt from being truncated.

4.2 Language Models
We compare the prompts on two types of models, Flan-T5 [6, 19]
and Flan-UL2 [26], at various model sizes:

• Flan-T5-Small (60M parameters)
• Flan-T5-Base (220M parameters)
• Flan-T5-Large (770M parameters)
• Flan-T5-XL (3B parameters)
• Flan-T5-XXL (11B parameters)
• Flan-UL2 (20B parameters)

We choose to use the Flan [6, 32] versions of the T5 [19] and
UL2 [26] models as they are fine-tuned to follow instructions which
is critical when using prompt-based approaches. Furthermore, all
of these models are available as open-source2.

4.3 Metrics
Since we are interested in query expansion, which is largely fo-
cussed on improving the recall of first-stage retrieval, we use Re-
call@1K as our core evaluation metric. We also report top-heavy
ranking metrics using MRR@10 [30] and NDCG@10 [14] to better
understand how the models change the top retrieved results. We
report all our results with significance testing using a paired 𝑡-test
and consider a result significant at 𝑝 < 0.01.

1http://terrier.org/
2Models are available at https://huggingface.co/docs/transformers/model_doc/flan-t5
and https://huggingface.co/google/flan-ul2

http://terrier.org/
https://huggingface.co/docs/transformers/model_doc/flan-t5
https://huggingface.co/google/flan-ul2
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5 RESULTS
5.1 MS-MARCO Passage Ranking
Table 1 presents the results on theMS-MARCOpassage ranking task.
The classical query expansion baselines (Bo1, Bo2 and KL), already
provide a useful gain in terms of Recall@1K over the standard
BM25 retrieval. In line with the results of [12], we observe that this
increase in recall comes at the cost of top-heavy ranking metrics
such as MRR@10 and NDCG@10.

Next, we see the results of LLM-based query expansion depend
heavily on the type of prompts used. Similar to the findings of [31],
the Query2Doc prompt (Q2D) can provide a substantial gain in
terms of Recall@1K over the classical approaches. Interestingly,
Query2Doc does not only improve recall, but also improves the top-
heavy ranking metrics such as MRR@10 and NDCG@10, providing
a good improvement across metrics. This contrasts with classi-
cal query expansion methods which typically sacrifice top-heavy
ranking metrics in order to improve recall.

Finally, the best performance is obtained by CoT (and the corre-
sponding PRF-enhanced promptCoT/PRF). This particular prompt
instructs the model to generate a verbose explanation by breaking
its answer down into steps. We hypothesize that this verbosity may
lead to many potential keywords that are useful for query expan-
sion. Finally, we find that adding PRF documents to the prompt
helps significantly in top-heavy ranking metrics like MRR@10 and
NDCG@10 across models and prompts. A possible explanation for
this is that LLMs are effective in distilling the PRF documents, which
may already contain relevant passages, by attending over the most
promising keywords and using them in the output. We provide a
more concrete example of the prompt output in Appendix B.

5.2 BEIR
The BEIR datasets comprise many different zero-shot information
retrieval tasks from a variety of domains. We compare the perfor-
mance of the different prompts on the BEIR datasets in Table 2.
The first thing to observe here is that the classical PRF-based query
expansion baselines still work very well, especially on domain-
specific datasets such as trec-covid, scidocs and touche2020. These
datasets are largely academic and scientific in nature, and the PRF
documents may provide useful query terms in these cases. In con-
trast, the general purpose LLMs may not have sufficient domain
knowledge to be useful for these datasets. Second, we note that the
question-answering style datasets (fiqa, hotpotqa, msmarco and nq)
seem to benefit the most from an LLM approach to query expansion.
It is likely that the language model is producing relevant answers
towards the query which helps retrieve the relevant passages more
effectively. Across all datasets, the Q2D/PRF prompt produces the
highest average Recall@1K, with the CoT prompt as a close second.

5.3 The Impact of Model Size
To understand the practical capabilities and limitations of an LLM-
based query expander, we compare different model sizes in Figure 2.
We range the model size from 60M parameters (Flan-T5-small) up to
11B (Flan-T5-XXL) and also try a 20B parameter model (Flan-UL2)
but note that the latter also has a different pre-training objective. In
general we observe the expected trend that larger models tend to

Table 1: LLM-based query expansion on theMS-MARCOpas-
sage ranking dev set. ▲ indicates a statistically significant
(paired 𝑡-test, 𝑝 < 0.01) improvement relative to the Q2D
Flan-UL2 method. The best result per metric is bolded.

Recall@1K MRR@10 NDCG@10

BM25 87.82 18.77 23.44
BM25 + Bo1 88.68 17.75 22.48
BM25 + Bo2 88.32 17.58 22.30
BM25 + KL 88.62 17.71 22.44

Flan-T5-XXL (11B)
Q2D 88.76 19.07 23.76
Q2D/ZS 88.88 18.55 23.13
Q2D/PRF 89.31 22.13▲ 26.43▲
Q2E 87.74 18.74 23.37
Q2E/ZS 87.93 18.79 23.45
Q2E/PRF 88.20 19.20 23.83
CoT 89.86 19.16 23.82
CoT/PRF 89.02 22.08▲ 26.32▲

Flan-UL2 (20B)
Q2D 89.87 19.22 23.96
Q2D/ZS 86.60 15.56 19.54
Q2D/PRF 89.28 21.42▲ 25.82▲
Q2E 88.04 18.84 23.52
Q2E/ZS 88.11 18.87 23.56
Q2E/PRF 88.43 19.24 23.90
CoT 90.61▲ 20.05▲ 24.85▲
CoT/PRF 89.30 22.62▲ 26.89▲

60M 220M 770M 3B 11B 20B
85

86

87

88

89

90

91

Model size (# parameters)

Re
ca
ll@

1K

CoT Q2D
CoT/PRF BM25 + Bo1

Figure 2: Performance on MS-MARCO passage ranking dev
set across different model sizes. The shaded areas indicate a
99% confidence interval.

perform better. The Q2D approach requires at least an 11B parame-
ter model to reach parity with the BM25+Bo1 baseline. In contrast,
the CoT approach only needs a 3B parameter model to reach parity.
Furthermore, adding PRF documents to the CoT prompt seems to
help stabilize the performance for smaller model sizes but does in-
hibit its performance at larger capacities. A possible explanation for
this behavior is that the PRF documents decreases the creativity of
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Table 2: Recall@1K of various prompts on BEIR using Flan-UL2. ▲ indicates a statistically significant (paired 𝑡-test, 𝑝 < 0.01)
improvement relative to the best classical QE method. The best result per dataset is highlighted in bold.

Classical QE LLM-based QE
Dataset BM25 Bo1 Bo2 KL Q2D Q2D/ZS Q2D/PRF Q2E Q2E/ZS Q2E/PRF CoT CoT/PRF

arguana 98.93 99.00 99.00 99.00 98.86 98.93 98.93 98.93 98.93 98.93 98.93 98.86
climate-fever 46.60 45.69 45.38 45.65 47.62 47.66 47.94 46.08 46.44 46.44 47.42 46.81
cqadupstack 65.55 66.82 66.57 66.70 65.51 64.19 65.01 65.69 65.71 65.90 66.39 66.12
dbpedia 63.72 64.77 64.55 64.60 65.89 65.47 65.78 63.55 63.92 63.93 65.77 65.06
fever 75.73 76.28 75.83 76.32 79.06▲ 78.87▲ 77.29 75.78 75.79 76.27 78.21▲ 77.25
fiqa 77.42 79.18 79.06 78.84 78.34 78.26 78.69 77.33 77.31 77.68 80.08 79.03
hotpotqa 85.78 84.84 81.71 84.65 86.90▲ 85.71 87.58▲ 85.60 85.54 87.25▲ 87.54▲ 88.79▲

msmarco 73.61 75.08 75.14 74.66 76.77 75.73 78.75 73.87 73.79 74.14 79.58 78.36
nfcorpus 38.70 57.30 57.67 56.46 55.34 59.81 59.68 43.38 44.12 47.06 52.63 53.32
nq 78.96 81.09 80.64 80.82 85.18▲ 84.71▲ 83.53▲ 79.30 79.11 80.35 85.46▲ 83.11▲
quora 99.26 99.20 99.12 99.20 99.00 98.84 98.92 99.25 99.29 99.26 99.17 99.21
scidocs 57.46 59.78 61.03 59.86 59.09 59.78 60.10 57.88 57.70 58.32 58.51 59.69
scifact 97.17 97.57 97.57 97.57 97.57 97.57 97.57 97.17 97.17 97.17 97.57 97.17
touche2020 84.96 85.94 86.38 86.01 83.61 83.44 84.54 85.21 85.02 86.04 85.51 84.58
trec-covid 42.58 45.21 45.58 45.39 43.52 38.05 44.17 43.16 43.12 43.85 43.43 44.02

Average 72.43 74.52 74.35 74.38 74.82 74.47 75.23 72.81 72.86 73.50 75.08 74.76

the model, as it may focus too much on the provided documents. Al-
though this helps prevent the model from making errors at smaller
model sizes, it also inhibits the creative abilities that we wish to
leverage at larger model sizes. The CoT/PRF prompt is able to
outperform the other prompts at the 770M parameter model size,
making it a good candidate for possible deployment in realistic
search settings where serving a larger model may be impossible.
Overall, it is clear that large models are able to provide significant
gains which may limit the practical application of an LLM approach
to query expansion. Distillation has been shown to be an effective
way to transfer the ability of a large model to a smaller one. We
leave the study of distillation of these models for query expansion
as future work.

6 LIMITATIONS & FUTUREWORK
There are a number of limitations in our work: First, we only study
sparse retrieval (BM25) which is where query expansion is impor-
tant. Dense retrieval systems (e.g. dual encoders) are less prone
to the vocabulary gap and, as a result, are less likely to benefit
from a query expansion. Wang et al. [31] has already studied this
setting in more detail and we leave the analysis of our prompts for a
dense retrieval setting as future work. Second, our work focuses on
Flan [32] instruction-finetuned language models. We chose these
models due to their ability to follow instructions and the fact that
these models are open-source. Our work can naturally be extended
to other language models [3, 5, 9, 28] and we leave the study of
such models as a topic for future research. Third, we study specific
prompt templates (see Appendix A) and there may be other ways to
formulate the different prompts. Finally, the computational cost of
LLMs may be prohibitive to deploy LLM-based query expansions in
practice. It may be possible to distill the output of the large model
into a smaller servable model. How to productionize LLM-based
query expansions is left as an open problem.

7 CONCLUSION
In this paper we study LLM-based query expansions. In contrast to
traditional PRF-based query expansion, LLMs are not restricted to
the initial retrieved set of documents and may be able to generate
expansion terms not covered by traditional methods. Our proposed
method is simple: we prompt a large language model and provide
it a query, then we use the model’s output to expand the original
query with new terms that help during document retrieval.

Our results show that Chain-of-Thought prompts are especially
promising for query expansion, since they instruct the model to
generate verbose explanations that can cover a wide variety of new
keywords. Furthermore, our results indicate that including PRF doc-
uments in various prompts can improve top-heavy ranking metric
performance during the retrieval stage and is more robust when
used with smaller model sizes, which can help practical deployment
of LLM-based query expansion.

As demonstrated in this paper, IR tasks like query expansion
can benefit from LLMs. As the capabilities of LLMs continue to
improve, it is promising to see their capabilities translate to various
IR tasks. Furthermore, as LLMs become more widely available, they
will be easier to use and deploy as core parts of IR systems which
is exciting for both practitioners and researchers of such systems.
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A PROMPTS
Table 3 contains all the prompts tried in this paper. In each prompt
{query} denotes the query for which we want to generate a query ex-
pansion. We denote with {query 1}, . . ., {query 4} the sample queries
from the MS-MARCO train set. Similarly, {doc 1}, . . ., {doc 4} repre-
sent relevant passages corresponding to the sampled queries, and,
{expansion 1}, . . ., {expansion 4} represent corresponding expansions
generated with Terrier KL method (at most 20 terms) from those
relevant passages. Finally we denote with {PRF doc 1}, . . ., {PRF doc
3} the top 3 retrieved documents using the original query, acting as
Pseudo-Relevance Feedback documents. For the CoT prompt, we
note that the model tends to output “The final answer:” or “So the
final answer is:” towards the end and we filter those two sentences
out prior to concatenating the model output with the query.

Table 3: The various query expansion prompts.

ID Prompt

Q2D [31]

Write a passage that answers the given query:

Query: {query 1}
Passage: {doc 1}

Query: {query 2}
Passage: {doc 2}

Query: {query 3}
Passage: {doc 3}

Query: {query 4}
Passage: {doc 4}

Query: {query}
Passage:

Q2D/ZS Write a passage that answers the following query: {query}

Q2D/PRF

Write a passage that answers the given query based on
the context:

Context: {PRF doc 1}
{PRF doc 2}
{PRF doc 3}
Query: {query}
Passage:

Q2E

Write a list of keywords for the given query:

Query: {query 1}
Keywords: {expansion 1}

Query: {query 2}
Keywords: {expansion 2}

Query: {query 3}
Keywords: {expansion 3}

Query: {query 4}
Keywords: {expansion 4}

Query: {query}
Keywords:

Q2E/ZS Write a list of keywords for the following query: {query}

Q2E/PRF

Write a list of keywords for the given query based on
the context:

Context: {PRF doc 1}
{PRF doc 2}
{PRF doc 3}
Query: {query}
Keywords:

CoT

Answer the following query:

{query}

Give the rationale before answering

CoT/PRF

Answer the following query based on the context:

Context: {PRF doc 1}
{PRF doc 2}
{PRF doc 3}
Query: {query}

Give the rationale before answering
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B EXAMPLE OUTPUT
Table 4 shows the results of a query expansion for both the Flan-T5-
Large (770M) model size and the Flan-UL2 (20B) model size. First,
note that at the smaller model size, the CoT and Q2D prompts are
not producing the correct answer which is harmful for retrieval
performance. The CoT/PRF prompt, being more grounded in its
PRF documents, avoids this problem and correctly produces the
answer “Tata Motors” which helps retrieve the relevant passage.
At the larger model size (Flan-UL2), all prompts Q2D, CoT and
CoT/PRF produce the correct answer “Tata Motors”. However, the
CoT prompt provides the most verbose explanation towards its
answer and has many term overlaps with the relevant passage,
improving its overall retrieval performance.

Table 4: Example of query expansions with Flan-UL2. Green
highlights the correct answer while blue indicate specific
term overlaps that indicate potentially useful query expan-
sions.

Query who owns jaguar motors? (ID=1045405)
Passage Jaguar is the luxury vehicle brand of Jaguar

Land Rover, a British multinational car man-
ufacturer with its headquarters in Whitley,
Coventry England, owned by the Indian com-
pany Tata Motors since 2008.

Fl
an
-T
5-
La
rg
e
(7
70
M
) Q2D Jaguar Motors is a British luxury car manufac-

turer based in the United Kingdom.
CoT Jaguar Land Rover is the owner of Jaguar. The

answer: Jaguar Land Rover.
CoT/PRF The relevant information is: Jaguar is owned

by the Indian automobile manufacturer Tata
Motors Ltd. So the final answer is the Indian
automobile manufacturer Tata Motors Ltd.

Fl
an
-U
L2

(2
0B

)

Q2D Jaguar is a division of Tata Motors, a company
owned by the Tata family.

CoT Jaguar Land Rover is a British multinational
car manufacturer, founded by William Lyons
in 1931. Its headquarters are in Whitley, Coven-
try, United Kingdom and is a constituent of
the FTSE 250 Index. The company is a wholly
owned subsidiary of Tata Motors of India. So
the final answer is Tata Motors.

CoT/PRF Jaguar is owned by the Indian automobile man-
ufacturer Tata Motors Ltd. The final answer:
Tata Motors Ltd.
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